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He gambled with human life - and won
Last verdict of this years MICC: Sergej Brugsal found not guilty
By Lorena Papamanci

In the fourth and final issue of this years Model
International Court MICC at Krzyżowa, Poland
fighter jet pilot Sergej Brugsal was found not
guilty of committing war crime. The concluding verdict of MICC University 2011 came as a
surprise, both to the attorneys and to the judges
themselves, as they confess to having changed
their minds numerous times before reaching a
conclusion.
The court admitted that all the elements of the
crime were present, however, they decided to
exonerate the defendant from all responsibility, given the fact
that he was following an order
which was not to
be debated upon
in the state of intensive pressure the pilot was under at the moment of the decision of the attack.
The speeches brought before the court in this
fourth issue, dealing with war crime, were emotional and passionately delivered, as the accusations themselves were grave - 200 defenseless
victims of a civilian population wiped out of the
face of the earth - and the attorneys understood the true purpose of the International
Criminal Court in that it deals with human
beings, with hopes and dreams and rights

that need protection.
This can be regarded as a moral victory for the
prosecution, even more when taking into consideration the fact that, after the trial, the judges
were convinced of the perpetrator’s guilt and
even wrote a verdict sentencing him. However,
the pilot goes free.
Even though the prosecutors were outnumbered, they proved feisty enough to take on not
one, but two defence teams. Byelorussian Artsiom Siarhei and Bosnian Emina Zahirović argued that all the elements of a war crime were
present in the case:
it dealt with an international armed
conflict, the crimes
were committed
with mens rea and
there was no proportionality in the attack.
Consequently, prosecution asked for 15 years
of imprisonment for the defendant. These three
arguments were dismissed by the defence, who
tried, in turn, to prove that the accusations of
war crime are unfounded, as it is almost impossible to make a link between the act and a
war crime and the subjective elements of the
crime are not present, as the accused did
nothing but follow an order given by his superiors in the military system.

“An unlawful order
is still an order”

Although the defence implied that this was not
a case of an armed conflict, as the crimes were
not part of a military campaign, but rather the
result of social and economic issues, the accusers claimed that “from the moment Sergej Brugsal pushed the button and the missiles hit the
ground, the acts of aggression began”.
The question was raised whether or not the defendant had time to check the reliability of the
information he received from headquarters or if
the threat was imminent and required an urgent
response. The defence’s view was that, given the
history between the two states, additional to the
fact that the state is not obliged to wait the peril
to be materialized, but it can act if there is an impending threat, this was the only way to proceed.
Therefore, the order to attack asked for immediate execution. In contrast, the accusation
brought up the relevant point that there was no
activity on behalf of the “enemy” at that moment.
With respect to the argument regarding mens
rea, the prosecution stated that, being a professional pilot, the accused should have known
there was a big possibility that civilians would be
murdered or injured through his attack.
The ability to question the order lies in the fact
that he himself is not convinced by the statement
the legitimacy of his attack, but chooses to act according to the measure “better safe than sorry”.
However, the defence of Brugsal made the case
that it was not his duty as pilot, to correctly identify the nature of his target, but that of the intelligence crew.
“An unlawful order is still an order”, said Rumanian Ana Maria Lutis for the defence, adding
that, according to Abandian law, Brugsal would
have been criminaly responsible if he had acted
otherwise. However, we cannot help but echo the
prosecution’s question whether jeopardizing military discipline is worse than committing an international crime.
Furthermore, dealing with the claim of error in
facto as grounds to exclude responsibility, brought
by the defence, the two prosecutors argued that
“in case of doubt, you should always presume that
there are civilians.” Taking this final argument into
consideration, the accusation only had to prove
that the perpetrator had doubts regarding the nature of his future victims.
In the end, intent or feelings, entirely subjective
aspects of criminal law, saved another public authority from being charged with crime, even after
leaving behind hundreds of civilian victims.
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Crime
does
not
pay
Abandian union leader Milan Strikowski sentenced to 12 years in prison.
A definitive verdict rendered on Saturday, 5th of March 5, 2011 concerning
the case of Milan Strikowski surprised a lot of people familiar with materials
of this issue. Judges stated that he was pleaded guilty for 12 years.
Milan Strikowski is the Union Leader of the Workers in Abandia. He was
accused for the commission of crimes against humanity. The act took
place in Abandia, when after a several weeks of very peaceful protests,
Strikowski gave - as the prosecution mentioned several times - a “public”
recommendation for taking forceful measures and as a consequence of
this raid 23 policeman were killed , while 34 others were severely injured.
Now, did the prosecution had all the evidence in front of them to win the
case? Their strongest argument was sustained in the fact that Strikowski
had exacted forceful measures “publically”. Is this considered as freedom
of speech ? “Of course it is freedom of speech” said prosecutor Mihaela
Veringa from Rumania, “but it was figure of speech that seized the moment by plying a psychological effect upon the workers whose frustration
lead towards this brutal activity. And so, the predictable happened.”
Furthermore, contested that the police are not considered as civilians,
when the phrase “any civilian population” confirms that civilians need
not to be nationals of a foreign power and that the most important aspect
is the protection of human rights.
Basically, the prosecution made it clear that in accordance with Article 30
of the Statute a person shall be criminally responsible and liable for the
crime within the jurisdiction of the Court only if the material elements
are committed with intent and knowledge, where intent implies engaging
the conduct, causes the consequence or be aware that it will occur.
Knowledge, on the other hand, means the awareness that a circumstance

By Helen Lokaychuk & Erlina Tafa

exists or that a consequence will occur in the ordinary course of events. And
Milan Strikowski did posses knowledge. In the final pleading the prosecution
pointed out that “23 innocents were killed” because Strikowski chose to take
advantage of his position as the Leader of the Union.
They also stated that this has not been an armed conflict, but on the other
hand the defence has not proven that it was not a conflict. Mihaela Veringa concluded the final plead by saying “Let us not to lose sight of who
is the victim and who is the perpetrator.” She made it quite clear how far
women have risen in law.
What the defense could respond on it? They tried to prove that Strikowski’s calling was just an appeal for violation of rights and freedoms (right of
speech). His speech wasn’t like an influential tool on the action of workers. It was just an expression of a common position of the whole union.
And they also struggled to persuade honorable judges to take into consideration his expressions and statements. The defense attempt to point out
that there is no mens rea (guilty mind) in the actions of Milan Strikowski,
neither intent nor knowledge that his calling will occur with the violence.
So we also can prove that there was no intended connection between the
calling of Strikowski and the consequences of the workers attack.
The Judges clarified that after an extensive discussion, in two to one majority the Court decided that Strikowski’s attempt on persuading others to
stop any further violence needs to be seen as a mitigating factor. He was
sentenced for 12 years imprisonment and maybe charged with a guilty
conscience for life. But, in the end we wouldn’t know that. We don’t know
him and we don’t wear his chains.

Unexpected, but justified
Dimitri Rabot goes free!

By Deimante Valciukaite

On Saturday, 5th March 2011, the judges of Model International Criminal Court (MICC) at Krzyżowa, Poland, had to decide if the commanding
sergeant of Abandia’s police, Dimitri Rabot, was guilty for giving the order
to open fire on the protesting workers which led to the death of 100 of them.
The desicion of the judges was unexpected, but justified. Rabot was accused of committing crimes under Rome Statute Art. 6 – genocide – and
Rome Statute Art. 7 (1) (a) – crime against humanity. However, responsibility for committing these crimes was not proven by prosecutors.
On the count of genocide, according to the Court, the accused lacked
genocide intent. As far as it comes to crime against humanity, the Court
finds that the order was not given with the intent to commit crime against
humanity.
Despite of the delay of the trial, almost all participants and trainers of
MICC followed it. Although prosecutors made a good presentation with
strong arguments, they didn’t menage to prove that defendant was guilty.
Dimitri Rabot is the commanding sergeant of policemen in Abandia. The
prosecution had investigated and accused him of ordering to open fire on the
protesters in July 2009. Protests in the country started after the re-election of
the president. He and his government amended the country’s fiscal policy
what turned into the growth of prices of basic foods.
Abandia’s government showed no willingness to accept the general strike or
give into the workers demands. That is why peaceful demonstrations turned
into the general violence on a large scale and the huge number of victims.
Prosecutors accused Rabot of committing the crimes under the Rome
Statute Art. 6, which defines genocide, and Art. 7 (1) (a), which defines
Crimes against humanity. According to the Rome Statute Art. 6 an intention to destroy a whole or a part of a national, ethnical, racial or religious
group is considered as genocide.
The main argument of prosecutions in order to prove that Rabot was

guilty for committing the crime of genocide was that he ordered to open
the fire on the protesting workers, 95 percent of whom were people having Groveland nationality. Prosecutions stated that the accused was aware of
that fact and it was his intention to kill national group of Grovelandish people.
When it comes to the crime against humanity the Rome Statute Atr. 7 (1)
(a) states that it has to be “committed as part of a widespread or systematic
attack directed against any civilian population”. Prosecutors tried to prove
those conditions. The main argument was based on the fact that a large
number of civilians were killed by policemen who are recognized as an
organized force.
The defence, on the other hand, invoked not only the Rome Statute, but
also the Additional Protocol number II of the Geneva Convention. They
stated that Rabot didn’t commit either a crime against humanity or ordering the execution of genocide.
As far as genocide is considered, their main argument was that Rabot
didn’t intend to destroy national group of Grovelandish people, which
was completely opposite what prosecutors noted. They stated that “open
fire on the protesters was either unpredictable or unforeseen reply to the
previous massive and violent protests accompanied with kills and as a
preventive measure to gain future victims”.
As far as the alleged crime against humanity is concerned, the defence
tried to prove that Rabot acted ad-hoc and spontaneous as well as the
order to open fire was self-defence. According the Rome Statute Art. 31
self-defence is one of the grounds which excludes criminal responsibility.
All in all, one party always has to loose in order to make justice. Although
arguments of both parties were reasonable and convincing, the defence
team was winner in that case. To punish those who are guilty and to release those who are not – that is the core of justice which was definitely
reached in this trial.
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License to kill
By Lorena Papamanci

The first day of trials brought surprising results, which, if mirrored, are quite worrisome.
Therefore, we have to fear not just for the future of the people of Abandia, but as well for
the health of the international judicial system,
who, in the quest for spectacular solutions,
forgot its main purpose: protecting basic human rights.
While the MICC 2011 trainers argue that the
verdict was brilliant, we cannot help but wish
for a fair judgement, instead of a clever one.
On one hand, Milan Strikowski, who expressed his desire that the workers take more
drastic measures in defending their rights,
of which the indirect outcome was a total of
23 policemen killed and other 34 severely injured, was sentenced to 12 years of imprisonment for crimes against humanity.
On the other hand, Dmitri Rabot, who gave
an explicit order to open fire upon 100 civilians, almost all of which were massacred, was
found not guilty.
Two similar acts, in the same context, with a
sensibly larger number of dead bodies left behind by the second, should have, in this reporter’s opinion, been judged in a similar matter.
What was the difference, then?
It’s simple. While Strikowski was a just a union leader, Rabot was a commanding police
sergeant, a public authority. A badge, which
in this case, is equal to a license to kill. This
is the price of human life for the judges of the
MICC.
We are not concerned with the preamble of
judges’ decision, which we found fair and à la
lettre (seeing that the claim of self defence was

quickly dismissed – less than 20 well trained
police officers almost massacred a 100 workers and didn’t stop until they crushed them
“into small pieces”, as it had been ordered) but with its outcome, that hung by an entirely
subjective thread, which was Dmitri Rabot’s
intent.
One of the judges, Vladimir Grigorescu of
Rumania, admits to have based his judgement
on this issue on suppositions: “We had to look
at the case subjectively from his perspective.
You can only infer some objective elements
from the case. Regarding intent only suppositions can be made, this is a given.”
We welcome the sincerity of judge Grigorescu. However, the result is the same. One
hundred civilian deaths were not enough to
be taken into consideration as the 23 police
officers killed by the workers. The defense
itself claimed that the order to open fire was
justified, as Dmitri Rabot “had to choose the
lives of his men over the lives of the people
attacking him”.
Who, my dear attorneys, can evaluate which
life is more precious than another?
A police officer gave an order leading to the
death of nearly 100 people. Not only did he
get away with it, but he is also entitled to “recompensation according to the rules of procedure for the time he was detained”, the verdict
reads.
We fear that this verdict gives way to other
attacks and abuses by government authorities against any civilians who demonstrate in
order to have their voices heard and rights
taken into consideration. Massive force is the
legal instrument these judges have allowed

Into the minds of the experts
After multiple hours of secret debating behind
closed doors and a verdict deliverance of over
ten pages at late hours of the evening, there
were a number of confused faces in the courtroom. Therefore, some explanations from the
people involved are needed in order to shed
some light on one of the most controversial
issues of the MICC 2011.
MICC trainer Jens Fischer: “I didn’t expect
this, mainly because it goes against what you
would normally think in situations like this.
If someone decides to open fire upon civilians, you would normally think it was a crime
against humanity, because, basically, you can’t
go around killing one hundred people. So this
is what everyone would have expected. But
then we have another concept, which is called
self defense: when somebody attacks you, you
are allowed to defend yourself, but within

some limits. The question is how do these two
concepts go together? What happened in our
case was that an act that originated as self defence, as the policemen really were in danger
and had to do something, turned eventually
into a crime against humanity. So, the judges
said that at the moment that the guy gave the
order to start shooting, he had not a crime
against humanity in mind, but self defence,
which then went terribly wrong. This means
that we cannot hold him accountable for a
crime against humanity, but at the same time,
this was not a case of legitimate self defence. I
really think that this judgement is one of the
best ones we’ve had at MICC.”
Presiding judge Vladimir Grigorescu: “With
regard to the charge of crime against humanity, we found that the material elements were
fulfilled, but we had to analyze and somehow

policemen to use when dealing with similar
problems.
“Assessing intent is never precise; to some
extent you are always making a supposition
or speculation as regard to intent“, the judge
said. Therefore, we wish to offer a helping
hand for the readers to draw their own conclusions.

Justice is just a robe on a hanger.

Fact: 23 policemen killed by implicit solicitation = 12 years sentence
Fact: 100 civilians killed or injured by explicit
order = 0 punishment
Supposition: Dmitri Rabot had a kind heart,
and therefore must be acquitted.
This reporter rests her case.

By Lorena Papamanci

infer the police sergeant’s state of mind when
he ordered the attack on the civilians and
whether this state of mind was consistent with
crime against humanity. He gave the order to
fire after he had been forced into a corner and
his main goal was to defend himself and the
ones under his command. As such, even if he
exceed the limits of self defence, he did not
intent for it to be a crime against humanity.
This is the most likely situation that the facts
could have indicated and when there is reasonable doubt, we must interpret that in favor of the accused. In any case, the defence,
in both situations (charges of genocide and
crime against humanity) had better presentations and more arguments than the prosecution and our decision was unanimous.”
		

More on page 4 ...
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Enjoying the show, being
happy that it’s over
Seven years for Anton Fabrikov
By Deimantė Valčiukaitė and Amra Ćorić

Terrible working conditions, 12 hour shifts,
badly ventilated mining shafts, work done by
hand and no safety precautions to safeguard
the workers health. As a consequence more
than 100 workers are dead each year, this
means that almost every third day someone
gets hurt.
This environment is unacceptable even for
convicts that are employed at mining company held by Mr. Anton Fabrikov. Maybe the
fact that 95 percent of the employees are the
convicts from Groveland living in Abandia

Harun Hasanagić and Ana-Maria Enache.

and convicted for political reasons, is the reason
why neither the government of Abandia nor the
head of the company, Mr. Fabrikov don’t take any
safety measures to protect the workers, nor they
are concerned with alarming number of deaths
taking place in the mining company.
Fabrikov is a successful entrepreneur and is
considered to be one of the richest men in
Abandia. He held an important post in the administration before the collapse of the Soviet
Union. Now he is director general of the national company for mining colt and diamonds
- the biggest source of his income and of great
importance to the government, as it is one of
the essential sources of income that is used to
pay for the wages of state employees. Recently
information came into public that Fabrikov
has been giving bribes to government on order
to maintain ‘good relations’ hoping that he will
not be subjected intense scrutiny.
95 percent of the victims are Grovelanders that
refused to move to cordoned off parts of cities or far away villages, and because of that are
treated as criminals. At the MICC, Fabrikov
is being prosecuted for committing a crime
against humanity by not taking any measures
to protect his workers. This is considered to be
widespread and systematic attack on civilian
population.
The defense, on the other hand, emphasized
the fact that it was the government which has

the ultimate ownership of mine, and it had
the responsibility to take measured to prevent
those crimes, as Anton does not have any major say in the activity of running the mine.
Who must take responsibility for committing
this crime: the government or Anton Fabrikov?
Three teams were working hard to answer this
question and find the justice.
“75 percent of my time I was thinking about
the case. It was not because I am responsible
or something, it is just a state of mind.” The
quote from the prosecutor of the Fabrikovcase, Harun Hasanagić from Bosnia, can in
best manner describe the atmosphere during
MICC. The prosecution team, consisting of
Hasanagić, Armenian Hasmik Tarkhanyan
and Rumanian Ana-Maria Enache found this
case very challenging, because, according to
them it was difficult to prove that Fabrikov
was guilty.
Regardless the difficulties they have met, their
presentation was very strong. What made their
job even harder is that they had to face a really
good defense team: Armenian Ani Hovhannisyan, Bosnian Nermina Serhatlić and Shubham
Sake of India.
According to the defense, the greatest influence on their presentation had their trainer,
Dutch-Irish lawyer Amy Rodgers. She was not
only helpful with legal arguments, but she has
also taught them how to work in multicultural
teams and help them feel more self-confident,
and comfortable in stressful situations.
In addition, they had been working together
and preparing for this case even before they
have met on MICC, and even they had difficulties working in a team, they managed to do
their best at the trial. According to Nermina
Serhatlić, they were enjoying the show, they
emphatized in their roles, but were happy to
come to an end.
The judges – Byelorussian Darya Yeudakimava, Ukrainian Kirina Riashentseva and Lithuanian Aiste Kotryna Galinyte - took their roles
very seriously. They even refused to reveal The
Krzyżowa Observer any information about
the verdict before it was time to announce it.
Finally, Anton Fabrikov was sentenced to seven years imprisonment for committing crimes
against humanity. Additionally, he will have to
pay 15.000 Euro to the family of each victim.
At court, there are always different opinions
about decisions. One of the Fabrikov case’s
observers, Rumanian Vladimir Grigorescu,
commented that he does not agree with the
verdict, as he believes that both the defense

continued from page 3 ...
Defender Diana Todosi: “I thought the judgement
was fair and square, because the judges themselves
proved to be more than motivated to solve the
case. I really liked the way the prosecution managed to dismiss our argument that it was not in fact
self defense and even if it was one of our strongest
points, the judges decided to take their side on this
one. The winning argument of the defence was undoubtedly the fact that the act was not part of the
state’s policy, but born only out of the need to protect national security. However, I am very happy
that we won. I honestly didn’t expect for Dmitri
Rabot to get out of this mess with no charges whatsoever. I mean I knew the prosecution had nothing on the genocide case, but I thought the judges
would find something, some small detail that we
might have overlooked and give him some years of
imprisonment for crimes against humanity. Just to
be clear, we don’t deny that the act itself was in fact
a crime against humanity, but the intent lacked on
behalf of Dmitri Rabot, and that is why he couldn’t
be held responsible.”
Prosecutor Aiste Armonaite: “To begin with the
positive aspects, I think the defence was quite
professional and I really like the way they argued
against the charge of genocide. They really annihilated our arguments and we were rendered without comment. On the other hand, I don’t agree
with the arguments the judges mentioned, because
I truly believe a crime against humanity was committed by Dmitri Rabot. The judges dismissed the
charges on the basis that there was no intent on his
behalf, but I wasn’t convinced that this is true. How
could it be? Rabot, as a professional commanding
sergeant was in fact aware that his commands will
cause of the death of a large number of people.
Such a thing can’t be happening in the 21st century. It’s a horrible act and the judges just set him
free. A commanding sergeant has a lot of power
in his hands and he cannot and should not be
allowed to use it against human rights and human beings. We all have to take responsibility
for our own acts. Therefore, Dmitri Rabot is still
guilty in my mind and I’m not going to accept
the judges decision.”

The defense team.

and the prosecutors missed some legal arguments
and that they could have linked them in a different way. Also, some participants are not satisfied
with the outcome. However, in their future careers
maybe they will have a chance to meet similar cases
and even better improve their skills.
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There is still hope for international justice
Reminiscing the past, yet wondering about the future, Germany’s former president Richard von
Weizsäcker passes on the torch of solving international conflicts to younger generations confident of
positive outcomes. By Lorena Papamanci
On Thursday, 3rd of March, former German president Richard Karl
von Weizsäcker attended an ad hoc press conference in the Kreisau
Palace, as participants proved eager to question the politician about
his views on current world affairs and the judicial system. Weizsäcker
spoke about overcoming differences and recognizing the importance
of political pressure as key elements for a peaceful global environment.
Being an attorney himself, Weizsäcker is seen as a man of reconciliation by the international community, as the unification of the German Democratic Republic and
the Federal Republic of Germany
was done in his period in office.
He has been a strong advocate of
democratic principles, tolerance,
and social responsibility, both in his speeches and his written work.
Furthermore, having had his brother killed during the II World War,
Weizsäcker pleads for the unity of the European continent, as the only
viable solution to the political, economical or social threats of the current society. “What is Europe? Do we have a common voice? Can we
take a common stand or solve conflicts somewhere else?”, asked the
former German president, referring to current controversial events.
Weizsäcker is known to have stretched the traditionally ceremonial
position of Germany’s president in order to reach across boundaries
and address a wide range of hot topics. For example, in the following
days, he will be discussing the situation in Libya in Wroclaw University and is, therefore, interested in a fresh perspective.
“If you reach a conclusion, please give me your reviews”, Weizsäcker
said jokingly. The former president isn’t tired of debating even at the
age of 91. After being brought up to speed about the proceedings of
the MICC purpose and activities, he expressed his willingness to par-

ticipate in the discussions. “Who is with the defense? I will join
you”, he said, laughing, quickly adding that “it must be enormously
interesting”.
Although money makes the world go around, the first president of
the reunited Germany believes that neither crime nor justice are completely dependent on economic interests, rather than distinct issues
and influences, still harder to overcome. “It’s not only a question of
money, but of old inheritance of difference amongst ourselves. Apart
from economic aspects, there are
differences which produce battlefields”, the politician concluded, as
he recalled an episode from Kosovo, a couple of years ago.
While visiting a village under reconstruction in the newly founded
Balkan state, Weizsäcker learned that the inhabitans still feared the
attacks of their fellow citizens of different ethnicity and they resorted to asking the German army for protection against their own
kind. Consequently, these inherited differences are what make the
Balkans “the most difficult part of Europe”, as the former president
nominated the area.
Furthermore, before justice can prevail, there are a lot of political interests at stake. “How can jurists and courts deal with problems like
genocide, when there are political pressures to deal with in their own
respective countries?”, the former president inquired. However, his
advice for the future lawyers, prosecutors or judges, was to keep hoping and fighting for an improved judicial system, free from corruption
or ulterior motives. “You should never lose a minimum of confidence
that, in a final outcome, tribunals and courts will be able to solve political problems or errors”, Weizsäcker concluded.

“Lawyers are weak against
criminal political activities”
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A place for inter-national discussions
In Krzyżowa/Kreisau, everything is connected to history.
By Khatia Khorava, Deimante Valciukaite & Karen Gevorgyan

The manor at Krzyżowa or Kreisau, as the village was called before, used to be an ordinary
estate - but now it is a symbol of rethinking a
common past. Once it belonged to person,
whose name entered in history as a great defender of pursued and humiliated people. It
seems that when you walk around the complex
of fascinating buildings, hearing the sounds
of bells of the church, smelling the fresh air of
the countryside, every single stone tells you the
history of this place. It’s impressive that such
a small village which has about 220 inhabi-

Krzyżowa palace.

tants has such a significant history.
Everything started in 1867 when the famous
Prussian Field Marshall Helmuth Graf von
Moltke the Elder bought the place as his oldage residence. At that time not just Kreisau, but
the whole of Silesia belonged to Germany. The
elder count’s great grand-nephew, Helmuth
James Graf von Moltke, inherited the residence. It was a usual „Herrenhaus”
(manor house) where he lived and
worked as a farmer.
Unfortunately, he was not too successful: In 1928 von Moltke’s family had to move to the house on the
hill (Berghaus) directly behind
the estate because they couldn’t
afford heating the Palace they were living in.
Things changed during World War II when
Kreisau became an island of an anti-nazi resis-

tance. In 1942-43, three very important meetings took place in Moltke’s house. The group
which gathered there is known as the „Kreisau
Circle” today – a name the Gestapo, Nazi’s secret police, gave to the group of German dissidents whose leader was von Moltke.
The main objective of Kreisau Circle was to
develop plans for the future of Germany and
Europe after the defeat of Nazi regime. The
members focused their plans on building the
democracy that would reinvest the individual
with social responsibilities. Unfortunatelly, in

the single houses carry names still like „cowshed” or „stable”.
With the fall of the Berlin wall in 1989,
Krzyżowa and the fromer Kreisau estate returned to public attention. The German Chancellor Helmut Kohl and the first democratically
elected Polish president Tadeusz Mazowiecki
met here for a public mass reminding on the
Kreisau circle – and commemorating the fight
against totalitarism in communist Poland.
In 1989-90, as part of a broader European Civic
Movement, a foundation began working to purchase the former Kreisau estate in Krzyżowa. In
1994 the first part of the international youth
meeting site at was rebuilt. The doors of the
whole site officially opened in 1998. Those attending the opening ceremony included the
widow of Helmuth James Graf von Moltke,
Freya von Moltke and the initiator, Kohl.
Today the estate consists of four main parts:
memorial site, European academy, international conference center and youth exchange center,
which organizes various seminars and training
programs for young people from all over the
world, which makes it possible for patricipants
to change their experience and opens the door
for intercultural discussion. The Model International Criminal Court MICC is, therefore,
not an exception, but rather the rule.
Still, the Moltke’s fromer manor was not chosen
accidently for the MICC. The air around is filled
with very workable atmosphere, created by the
peacefulness of the village surrounding the
place. It gives a chance for participants deeply
to dig into the topic of the MICC. Furthermore, historical aspect shouldn’t be forgotten.
During World War II Kreisau was the center
of the resistance of anti-Nazi regime and ICC
started with the Nuremberg trials where German war crimes defendants were tried.
1944 von Moltke, same as the other members Today the property has comfortable guestrooms
of the movement, was arrested and sentenced for youth groups as well as private quests. Some
to death. „‘Our husbands died, but it was surely parts of today’s building including dining room
worth it” - those words of his wife Freya ex- were used as a cowshed. Besides convenient
presses the importance of what they were doing. rooms and halls for conferences and seminars
After the war Kreisau became a part of Poland there are also many entertainment places here
and was renamed Krzyżowa in 1946. Being such as sports rooms, party rooms with table
under the ownership of the communist Polish tennis and pool. All of this building are full
of voices and laugh by participants
who are discussing about their day
and exchanging their experience.
The Palace also contains an exhibition on the Kreisau Circle, which
gives a detailed information about
the events of those days.
Artur Wagner
It seems that every step is connceted
state during this period both the property and to history. The function of Krzyżowa manor – to
the neraby village fell into decay. The property develop relations between people from all over
was furtheron used as a farm. That’s why today the world – will be the part of history as well.

„Things which have been done by
Helmuth James von Moltke as a
German and English lawyer will
remain in history.”
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Freya von Moltke did what others didn’t
By Erlina Tafa & Helen Lokaychuk

If everyone thinks the same thing,
then they sit down at the table and write it up, which isn’t
much. What’s important today
is that people who think differently speak to one another … and
that’s one thing the Kreisau Group
did exceptionally well. (Freya von
Moltke, quoted in Hoffmann 44.)
Have you ever wondered what marks our time
at the MICC? This question does not refer to the
conventional concept of time - but to naked terror. Do the choices made in this place matter?
They do. Krzyżowa or, as this place was called
before 1945, Kreisau shows individuals can
change many lives - for better or for worse.
Have you ever heard the name Freya? In the
old Germanic mythology, that was the goddess
of beauty, love and war. But to Helmuth James
Ludwig Eugen Heinrich Graf von Moltke, Freya
was his loving wife. And to the world, Freya von
Moltke was a heroine. An Anti-Nazi heroine.
Born in 1891 and died in 2010 at the age of 98,
Freya lived most of her life combating a battle
that represented one of the biggest historical
resistance. But what distinguished Freya from
others? What was so fascinating about Freya?
She nevertheless was one of the most emancipated political female figures who stood against
anything that was related to the Nazi’s despotism. She fought racism and all forms of discrimination and was a mere reminder that not
all German supported Hitler. While at the time,
the theory of superiority that divided people
into two categories: those predestined to lead
and the ones predestined to follow, was dominant, Freya tried to perish every single attempt
on materializing this infirm theory.
“To object and then to stand for what you believe
in is one of the most important human activities
to this day” she said, meaning that patronizing
what a person’s own principles demand to when
the world is the biggest belligerent of oneself, is
the gravest struggle one can have.
Freya did what others didn’t. She left her cozy
shelter to reach her goals, even though she was
aware that this would provoke the most shocking act of cruelty that characterized the Nazi regime from the very beginning.
Living in South Africa for almost ten years had
a really big impact on her life, that’s why she was
keen on fighting the Apartheid that originally
derives from the Afrikaans language meaning
“to distinguish”. It represents a special political
form of domination of the majority over the
minority. Still “the majority” is a very relative
concept, e.g. in South Africa even though black

people were covering 83 percent of the population, the white ones were suppressing them for
over four decades.
Another thing that made Freya unique was the
unification of her and her husband believes.
Freya was the muse of the “Kreisau circle”, how
the his anti-Nazi group that gathered in Kreisau
was called. Count Helmuth James von Moltke
(1907-1945) was an authentic German hero. A
brilliant young Oxford-educated international
lawyer, he was in 1939 a rising star in the German Foreign Ministry - and passionately opposed to Hitler.
Unable - by faith and political foresight - to condone the use of violence in the struggle against
the Nazis, he turned his formidable political and
lawyer’s talents loose in two great campaigns. By
wielding his expertise in law like a bureaucratic

now at: of Kreisau, or, as it is called today in Polish: Krzyżowa.
At the heart of the Kreisau Circle’s proposition was the creation the rule of law. They also
wanted a state organized along federal lines and
guaranteeing the freedom of thought and belief,
as well as the respect of human dignity. They
aimed for a democratic state without parties
since in their eyes parties were no longer sufficient protection against dictatorship. This state
that would also be closely integrated into a federation of European states where the European
states would direct foreign and defence policy
together, transferring a part of their sovereignty
to Europe.
Almost every day that Helmuth was separated
from his young wife, he wrote to Freya - vivid
detailed, remarkable letters about all he saw, all

The residence of Moltke family in Krzyżowa.

monkey wrench to counter the deportation and
murder of Jews and the execution of captured
prisoners, he saved thousands of lives. And, as
the war dragged on, he brought together in secret the best possible minds among fellow resisters to plan the new Germany that would have to
be ready when chaos and defeat overtook Hitler.
Freya knew that Helmuth was no pacifist, but
he was a firm believer in international law and
the laws of war as essential tools to protect the
innocent and soften the harms of warfare. The
processes he so skillfully observed can be found
in some measure in every society enmeshed in
war, not least of all in our own.
During Germany’s Nazi Era (1933-1945), Freya
and Helmuth were striking for their mutual beliefs and values. They were founding members
of the Kreisau Circle, which consist of a group
of politicians, military officers, educators, and
businessmen who opposed Hitler’s regime on
democratic and humanitarian grounds. The
group was named after the von Moltke fa-mily
estate situated in the small Silesian village we are

he knew, all he was doing. Betrayed and arrested
in 1944, he wrote her his extraordinary farewell
on the morning of his execution in 1945.
Finally what completed Freya as a person was
her warrior spirit, the ability to balance solitude
with ineptitude. Her whole life was an innovation that referred to the world with the question:
“What is more important? What we become or
how we become it?”
An idea always suppresses the man, because human beings are fragile, they can be killed, defeated and forgotten. But it is the idea that contributes first hand in changing the world and it
is man who kills in the name of an idea or dies
defending it. Nevertheless, in the end it is the
person whom we miss, not the idea.
Freya Von Moltke was a shining example that
we shouldn’t let the hero in our soul perish in
a lonely frustration. She never settled for less
than the world deserved just because at the time
something wasn’t able to be reached.
The world we desire can be won. It exists. It is
real. It is possible. It is ours.
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European dialogue – that’s our dream
The Krzyżowa Foundation follows the tradition of the Kreisau Circle in controverting all kinds of dictatorships.
By Nana Mardoyan & Haris Sarvan

In the 20th century, Europe witnessed two disastrous wars in less than
hundred years. After World War II, the continent was divided by the
iron curtain. Brothers had become enemies. That was time of hostility
and mutual hatred. But not all Europeans shared this stand.
At the end of 1980’s, a group of distinguished people from Germany
and Poland tried to initiate a communication among former enemies.
That was the first stone for building a bridge between the two countries – and eventually led to the creation of the Krzyżowa Foundation
for European Understanding.
This did not only coincide with a period of great change in European
nations. Opposition, organized opposition, the desire to take the future into one’s hands and the courage to do precisely that – these are
the themes of changes within
Eastern Europe. These were
also the matters which concerned Count Helmuth James
Graf von Moltke, the descendant of Germany’s legendary
19th century strategist.
Five decades prior to that,
von Moltke, Peter Graf Yorck
von Wartenburg and Adam von
Trott zu Solz established a resistance group against Nazi
regime in the Silesian village
of Kreisau. The “Kreisau Circle’s” most important achievement was the contribution of
its members to planning the
new German state that would
come to power after a coup
had overthrown the Nazi reMICC participants. 2-5 March 2011.
gime.
Most members of the group were conservatives from the traditional
aristocracy and gentry, but it did include people from a wide variety
of backgrounds, too: Two Jesuit priests, two Lutheran Pastors, some
liberals, socialists, former trade-union leaders and diplomats.

James Graf von Moltke said the
members of the Kreisau circle were
„hanged for thinking jointly.”
The circle was united by its abhorrence of Nazism and its desire to
conceive of a new Germany after the fall of Hitler. The long meetings and discussions at Kreisau developed an image of a society
to be based on Christian values and on small communities, so as
to avoid a manipulation of the whole of society like the one Hitler
had achieved.
The circle’s main focus was to plan and propose a peacetime government for Germany; they do not ever appear to have made
any plans to overthrow the Nazi state. As Moltke wrote to his wife
Freya just before his execution: “We are to be hanged for thinking
jointly.”
The years passed, the Nazi regime fall, another regime came – the
communist dictatorship. And still there existed a vacuum which
needed to be fulfilled. The politics of the “Cold War” were not con-

ducive to a successful development of Moltke’s and his friends dream.
However, in 1988 other people again tried to come back to the idea of
creating democratic society. They had no doubt that Krzyżowa was to
become the center for unification and understanding. On November
12 1989, just a few days after Berlin Wall fell, a Mass of Reconciliation
was held in this little Silesian village - with the prime ministers of Germany and Poland, Helmut Kohl and Tadeusz Mazowiecki.
The historical Kreisau circle tried to prepare for the demands of the future. A simple return to a lawful state was insufficient. The new planned
order was, from the very start, placed within a European context.
The group conferring in Wrocław in the 1980s decided to rebuild
the Moltke’s estate in Krzyżowa and to ensure that it would serve
to counteract the barriers
between the people. On
the 20th of August 1990
the Office of the Council of
Ministers approved the statute and a court in Warsaw
ultimately registered the
Foundation on the 17th of
November 1990.
The independent Krzyżowa
Foundation was freely organized by in a spirit of dialogue. It showed the importance of shared values such
as solidarity, trustworthy,
morality and responsibility
for a fairer and more peaceful society.
As usual, the Foundation engages all those who consider
themselves capable of supporting their efforts in discussing and building the future of the world.
As the Dutch professor of history Ger van Roon put it: “Inspired by
the example of the Kreisau Circle, we stand toward for a dignified and
human future for peaceful international co-operation between the
countries of European and international arena.”
The foundation has a strong conviction that hatred and hostility have no
place in the modern world. Rather, the world is ready for a multilateral
and multilevel social and political dialogue of nations that promotes a
fair post-crisis world order. The world does not need any new ideologies
that purport to possess absolute truth. Mankind needs plurality, mutual
respect for diversity and fruitful co-operation among equals.
Building bridges between cultures and nations is not easy, but the circumstances of the modern world do not permit any culture or nation
to remain isolated and insulated. In this century, we are fortunate in
having the means to construct such bridges, the mobility to acquire
the learning of other cultures, and the human contact that enhances
tolerance of other cultures and religions.
In this world, we need to build bridges between people, cultures, and
nations. Even if we disagree on some issues, these bridges will help
us recognize that we live on one globe with common objectives for
peaceful coexistence.
The ability to reconcile with another person is an art which requires
a great degree of social skill and diplomacy. One has to be able to put
his/her prejudices and feelings on the shelf. Better communications
and partnerships will lessen the divide between “us” and “them.” The
future is in dialogue, not in conflicts or clashes.
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“Yes, Bosnia did change me”
Since she joined Bosnia’s Commission for missing persons, forensic anthropologist Eva Klonowski has exhumed and
identified thousands of bodies – to help the reconciliation process on the Balkans. By Nana Mardoyan & Haris Sarvan

Eva Elvira Klonowski during her lecture at the Wroclaw University, March 2, 2011.

We face the same result whether it’s genocide or crime against humanity. We need to identify and at least transfer the remains of people to
their relatives”, said Eva
Elvira Klonowski while
meeting MICC participants at Krzyżowa.
Eva, a Pole from
Wrocław, is the chief forensic anthropologist of
a team composed out of
local experts and gravediggers working for the Commission for missing persons of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Their mission is to find and recover victims of the ethnic cleansing of the early
1990s.
Though the war in Bosnia ended 15 years ago, there are still some
20.000 persons listed as missing. Therefore, identifying exhumed
bodies became plays a central role in rebuilding the post-war country. Meanwhile, the Federal commission has exhumed around 16.500
bodies in more than 300 mass graves. Two thirds of the bodies passed
through Eva’s hands.
A turning point in her career came in the early days of summer 1996.
The first four mass graves had been discovered nearby the village of
Kalesija. The International Criminal Tribunal for Former Yugoslavia
(ICTY) asked Eva to participate in a unique forensic project in the
region.
By August 1996, Eva had accepted to join the “morgue team.” She
worked until November in a makeshift morgue in Kalesija, examining the remains of Srebrenican men killed in July 1995 and dumped
in these graves. The work was extremely demanding and exhausting,
both physically and emotionally.
They transformed a former clothing factory into the morgue. When
the team first entered the building, all windows were broken and most
of the doors were missing. With the Balkan summer heat, the sickening stench emanating from the exhumed bodies suffocated the team
of doctors and scientists.

The fall of 1996 came early and the team suffered from an early, bitter
cold. The biting winds blew through the damaged building, but nothing could lift the putrid
odor of decomposing
flesh. The smell permeated their clothes, even
creeping into the scientists’ skin. There was no
way to wash the everpresent odor away.
During a meeting with MICC participants Eva explained the victims’
identification process in Bosnia – and her first disillusion with employers and exhumation program. Everyone could notice the devotion
to work and willingness to
help people.
Eva’s work has been helping
to bring closure to parents
who had lost their children.
She has been helping families who came to identify
the remains of loved ones.
She and her team provide
the families with information about the bodies’ age,
height, dental records,
scars, and other identifying
marks, including clothing
and other personal effects
found with the corpses.
On a question of one of the Map of Bosnia and Herzegovina
MICC participants “Did Bosnia change you?” Eva answered: “Yes,
Bosnia changed me a lot. Some ask me, do I sleep normal after witnessing all that horror, and don’t I see nightmares? I answered life is
going on and the least I can do to help people is to bring the remains
of the bodies to their relatives”.

“... the least I can do to help

people is to bring the remains of
the bodies to their relatives.”
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Two guys called Shubham
This year, for the first time participants from India were present at
the MICC university. By Erlina Tafa & Helen Lokaychuk
India has almost fascinated mankind - but this
year, Poland did a pretty good job fascinating
Indians, too. Despite the fact that the subcontinent does not support the ICC and did not
ratified the Rome statute, we had two guests
from this country at this years MICC University, both of them full of enthusiasm to learn,
train and discuss how to apply it.
That is why “our” Indians could be a striking example of people who are struggling to achieve
precious knowledge and diligently polish their
skills. Therefore, a couple of The Krzyżowa
Observer’s reporters had an interview with them
to find out more about Shubham Shrivastava
and Shubham Saket Shrivastava.
They share the same first name and surname,
so obviously, both of them have identified
themselves in one another; both of them have
a younger sister and both of theirs fathers

Shubham Saket and Shubham Srivastava

work as managers at a bank. Coincidence?
When we asked them whether they were sure
that they were living the same life, one of them
instantly replied: ”No, we don’t share the same
girlfriend for sure.”
It is the first time our Indian guests take part
in the Model of International Criminal Court.
As it is known, MICC mainly focuses on the
process of litigation. That is why it will be relevant to mark out an importance of developing practical skills in international law for
potential MICC participants and for the novice lawyers through all over the world.
Their previous experience is grounding on
participation in lots of other conferences and
moot courts. However, they have never scrutinized thoroughly the sphere of international
criminal law.

Both of our Shubhams have a lot of goals
they are going to reach. For instance, they are
dreaming to receive an LLM degree abroad
and intending to practice as solicitors. For all
of that, they’re as keen as mustard to feel a European spirit and to become aware of lots of
global tendencies which arise in various areas
of life. That is why collaboration of different
nations always tends to be effective.
Everyone who has ever tried to become familiar with culture and beliefs of such an exotic
country as India could admit that it has lots of
peculiarities in different spheres of life. Indians
have their own specific culture, religion, way
of thinking, understanding and perception of
the world.
The Indian position concerning the practice
of ICC and the Rome statute leaves much
to be desired. It has been stated that inherent power of the
court to decide
whether a state
has acted, and
acted in a manner that is consistent with justice,
impinges on the
sovereignty of the
state.
An Indian official was quoted as
saying: “India has
its own laws to
deal with human
rights abuses; we
have the Human
Rights Commission, an active
judiciary and a
free press. We
don’t need the ICC to bring offenders to justice, we do it ourselves.”
Life is short and opportunities rare, so being
vigilant in preserving them and to see the enchantment in the world is quite important.
Because the world doesn’t owe anything to us,
it is us who owe everything to the world. What
matters the most? What we create? What we
achieve? Awards we win? Or who we are when
we fail?
Well, our guys have a mutual belief that you
can find virtue in everybody just by giving
them a chance, the benefit of the doubt. Sometimes people disappoint you, sometimes they
surprise you. Certainly, this visit was synchronized with our Indians expectations, because
the sound of this beautiful place, Krzyżowa, is
now painted in their memories.

Quote of the
MICC 2011:
“Article 6 is crap!” By Lorena Papamanci
Undisclosed sources have informed the
Krzyżowa Observer that trainer Jens Fischer had been expressing his frustration
with international criminal law when dealing, accompanied by the twelve judges, with
genocide; more precise, the four categories
of civilians under protection of genocide, according to the statute of the Geneva Convention.
“If you look at national legal systems, you will
find that there are a great number of corners
where things are not really clear, or it is really
hard to pin the concepts. And this problem is
multiplied by a hundred, or even a thousand
in
international
criminal law”, Jens
complains.
The explanation
lies in the fact that
international legislation is not the result of a single legal
system, but can be
viewed as a mixJens Fischer
ture of all the states
contributing to this conference and it is a well
known fact that every person has his/her own
ideas about how things should be handled.
“I could name you numerous situations where
different states have completely different solutions for the same problem”, Jens continues.
The main problem judges are facing, therefore, is that the Statute, in the majority of its
points, does not follow one legislation, which
is in itself somewhat cohesive, but try to come
up with a compromise between multiple theories, making things even more complicated.
Applying this argument to the genocide law,
Jens argues that, since it has been developed
in 1948, only a couple of years after the war
had ended, article 6 points out the categories
that, at that moment, were thought of being
objectively needing protection: religious, racial, ethnic and national.
“The more we think about it, the more we realize that these groups are at least questionable.
National is pretty clear, but racial? The concept
of race, 50 or 60 years ago was on the agenda,
but now we are not so sure as to what that
means”, explains the trainer.
Additionally, there is a lot of criticism about
the genocide law, for many people argue that
it is not up to date anymore. Following this
process of thought, Jens claims that even the
workers in this year’s MICC issue 2, or union members in general can be viewed as a
protected group, which would completely
change the outcome of our case.
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The Venice of Poland
For those of you who have some time before leaving Poland, The Krzyżowa Observer recommends exploring the
beautiful city of Wrocław. By Lorena Papamanci
The city of Wrocław, the capital of the Lower Silesian wojwodship and the
fourth largest city in Poland, has a wide range of tourist attractions to offer, from its fascinating architecture, many rivers and bridges, and a lively,
metropolitan cultural scene.
It has been called by many names and metaphors, like “the Venice of Poland”, due to its large number of bridges and canals, “the city of parks”,
“the meeting place”, because of its geographical position, near the intersection between the German and Czech borders or “the new Warsaw”,
owing to the resemblance between the two cities’ old markets – the one in
Wrocław being the second largest in Europe, after Warsaw’s.
Neverheless, no matter what name you wish to attribute to Wrocław, you
are bound to spend a delightful day strolling down its sunny streets, so
make sure to put a new roll of film in your camera!

A small history lesson
However peaceful it might seem to the foreign eye, Wrocław has had a
very tumultuous history, being under the control of five different regimes
and nationalities. In addition, almost the entire city was destroyed after
the siege of World War II, even though throughout most of the conflict,
Wrocław which was then a part of Germany and called by its German
name, Breslau, was not close to the major battlefields and was regarded as
a haven for refugees, seeking assylum.
Nevertheless, in february 1945, when the Soviet Red Army approached
the city, Nazi-General Karl Hanke declared Breslau a fortress, that was
to be held “at all costs”. The orders were followed to the letter and the
city was the last to capitulate, on May 6th 1945, after aproximately three
months of clashing and four days after Berlin.
By the end of the siege, historical estimates show that more than 170.000
inhabitants were killed and the city was a complete ruin. After the War,
Breslau – as the whole od Lower Silesia - was given to Poland and renamed Wrocław.
Irrespective of this old feud, the majority of the tourists visiting Wrocław
nowadays are German, as the two nations made their peace. Some say
that a mutual acceptance of guilt serves the city well, for the Poles don’t
bring up the Germans’ atrocities during the War, and in return the Germans don’t ask for “their” city back.

Facts and figures

5
5
5
330
70%
10

names throughout its history, the city has gone under 5 different
names: (Wrotizlawa, Wrezlaw, Wratislavia, Prezla and Breslau or
Wrocław)
countries – over the centuries, the city has been part of Poland,
Bohemia, Austria, Prussia or Germany
rivers – the river Odra and its 4 tributaries (Bystrzyca, Oława,
Ślęża and Widawa) flow across the city.
bridges – before World War II, the city had over 300
bridges, of which only 220 remain today

What to see in Wrocław
The Rynek is the central square of the city and the architectural centrepoint of Wroclaw, depicted in the majority of the postcards. The second
largest market square in Europe and a centre of tourist life, the site is
lined with photogenic and interesting buildings. The market was founded
according to Magdeburg law as early as the rule of Henry I the Bearded
between 1214 and 1232.

The dwarves of
Wrocław
When strolling through the streets of Wrocław,
you can’t help but see a numerous population of
small statues of dwarves (in Polish: krasnale) in
unusual positions or poses. Rumor has it there
are over 150 such bronze creatures all over the
city, their history being connected to the peaceful Orange Alternative movement in 1982.

St. Elizabeth’s Church is a gothic structure, dating back to the 14th century, when construction was commissioned by the city. The main tower
was originally 130 meters tall; however, the church was damaged by heavy
hail in 1529, and gutted by fire in 1976. The reconstructed main tower is
now 91.5 meters tall. Additionally, an observation deck near the top is
open to the public.
The Town Hall was one of the few major buildings in Wroclaw to survive
World War 2, and it now serves as the Museum of Burgher Art. The interior features stunning Gothic interiors.
The Racławice Panorama is a monumental (15 × 114 meter) panoramic
painting depicting the Battle of Racławice. The painting is one of only a few
preserved relics of a genre of 19th century mass culture, and the oldest in
Poland and is perhaps one of the most visited sites in Wrocław.
The Centennial Hall is a historic building, listed as an UNESCO World
Heritage Site in 2006. The opening of the hall was part of the celebration
commemorating the 100th anniversary of the battle of Leipzig, where Napoleon was defeated.
Ostrow Tumski, also known as “Cathedral Island” is the oldest part of
Wrocław, consisting of a group of islands on the Oder River with beautiful
cathedrals and a few hundred year old buildings. Plus, for those who wish
to have a romantic stroll, the picture is complete during the evening, when
the oil lamps are hand-lit.

Dwarf in Wrocław.

damage – almost three quarters of the city’s buildings
have been damaged by the war and the reconstruction period that followed

students – one in ten of the inhabitants of the city is a student,
making Wrocław primarily an university town.

The silent anti-communist protests of the Alternative aimed
at ridiculing the authorities. One such manifestation took the
form of drawing graffiti gnomes over the spaces where the police had covered anti-communist slogans, while others organized a march dressed up like Santa Claus.
All the boot-high dwarf statues in the city have names, depending on the activity they are depicting: Climbers, Bibliophile, Snorer, Walker, Miss Dwarf, Dramatic Artist, Knight,
Small Lenin, Traveler, Cinema-Goer etc. There is also a museum dedicated to the dwarfs near the St. Elizabeth’s Church
in the town centre, however, it is easy to miss, being only
shorter than a person’s knee.
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Deimantė Valčiukaitė
Age: 21
From: Vilnius, Lithuania
Deimante, third year student at
Vilnius State University of Law.
She originally dreamed of becoming a journalist. She heard
about MICC from a friend
who attended MICC 2010 - and decided to participate in this Model to get more knowledge
about ICC and to get acquainted with new and
interesting people. “Everything starts from this
kind of discussions, - she says,- people should
be educated and aware about justice and human
rights.”

Khatia Khorava
Age: 21
From: Tbilisi, Georgia
A beautiful, intelligent and
open-minded girl in her fourth
year at the faculty of international relations and international law at Ilia State University. As she eventually wants to become a diplomat, she is very
outgoing. In her opinion young generations can
do a lot of things for developing Georgia, so she
tries to do her best to support this process by
participating in MICC.
Lorena Papamanci
Age: 22
From: Bucharest, Romania
Lorena is a very talented girl
from Romania. She holds BA
in International Business and
Economics. Now she studies
Finance at the Academy of Economic Studies
and is also a senior student at the faculty of
Journalism and Communication at University of Bucharest. Alongside with her studies
Lorena works as a redactor in “Evenimentul
Zilei” (Daily Event). Her dream is to become a
diplomat and to be a member of the European
Parlament.

Founders:

Helen Lokaychuk
Age: 18
From:
Odessa,
Ukraine
Already a second year
student of Odessa National Academy of Law,
she took an early interest in
international conferences and activities in order
to broaden her perspectives on life. It’s quite understandable, when taking into consideration that
both her father and her older brother are successful lawyers in their native country.
Erlina Tafa
Age: 21
From: Struga,
FYR Macedonia
A hard-working and intelligent girl from Macedonia,
Erlina is a fourth year bachelor student at Law faculty at
South-East European University. She loves her country
and wishes its society to be more progressive,
thus, she actively participates in such projects
like MICC, meets young people around the
world and shares her experience with the other
people of her age in Macedonia.
Nana Mardoyan
Age: 23
From: Yerevan, Armenia
Nana is a very active and
easy-going person. She holds
MA in international relations
from the Slavonic University
and LLM from the American
University. Nana is interested in advertising and
marketing and is currently working at International advertising agency “Publicis Hepta” as a
creative managerHere in Krzyżowa she wants to
see how the law works in other countries to gain
experience and get to known other cultures.
Haris Sarvan
Age: 32
From: Sarajevo,
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Haris is an energetic young man
from Bosnia and Herzegovina.
He has worked for a cruise ship
company for a few years. Now he is studying Law and
is a third year student at University of Sarajevo. He is
not afraid to face challenges. Haris hasn’t attended
conferences like the MICC before - and therefore, this
Model is a unique experience for him to learn more
about ICC and he is also glad to meet new people
from all around the world here in Krzyżowa.

Amra Ćorić
Age: 23
From: Mostar,
Bosnia and Herzegovina
A third year student at Faculty
of Humanities at University
“Džemal Bijedić” in Mostar.
Besides this she already holds
a BSc in Information Systems from Sarajevo
School of Science and Technology. At the same
time Amra is a professional dancer. She wants
to be a part of projects to help in developmental
issues in her country.

Michał Żak
Head of Layout
A talented guy from Poznan,
living in Berlin, used to collect
butterflies, studied Philosophy
at Adam Mickiewicz University and Intercultural Business
Communication at Friedrich Schiller University. He admires intercultural projects and organized many. Currently working as a graphic/concept designer and photographer, his life record
was eating five donuts at once.
Rüdiger Rossig
Trainer & Editor-in Chief
He is an editor of the daily
„taz, die tageszeitung” and the
Senior Editor of four English
language monthlies made in
Berlin: The Atlantic Times,
The German Times, The Asia Pacific Times and
The African Times. While studying the History of
South East Europe in the 1990s, he worked at various media positions for the United Nations and
the Organization for Security and Cooperation
in Europe OSCE in former Yugoslavia. He also
plays guitar in a Berlin Ska band called „Blechreiz”.
„We’re becoming better”, says Rüdiger about the
work of Press Team in MICC.
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Karen is an easy-going, kind
and hard-working young man
from Armenia. He holds BA in
International Relations and now
is a first year master student at the department of
International Law at Yerevan State University. He
is fond of rock music and football. Karen is participating in MICC to get new experience and new
friends, to gain a certain portion of theoretical and
practical knowledge about international criminal
law and also to have great time here in Krzyżowa
– just to name one example: by compiling this text.

